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ON HOSSZU'S FUNCTIONAL EQUATION IN DISTRIBUTIONS
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(Communicated by Hal L. Smith)

Abstract. In this paper, the Hosszii functional equation

f{x + y - xy) + g{xy) = h{x) + k(y)

is reformulated in the domain of distributions.  Its general solution is found

which includes Fenyo's solution as a special case.

1. Introduction

Abel [ 1 ] was the first to solve certain functional equations by reducing them

to differential equations. Since then, differentiation has played an important

role in the solution method (see, e.g., Aczel [2, 3]). Hilbert [4] in connec-

tion with the fifth of his famous problems decried the unnatural assumption of

differentiability of the occurring functions. This led to investigations on the reg-

ularity of solutions of functional equations. Jarai [5, 6] showed that, for certain

general functional equations, measurability implies continuity and continuity

implies differentiability. Swiatak [7] and Tsutsumi and Haruki [8] showed that

solutions of certain functional equations are C°° by appealing to Hormander's

theorems on hypoellipticity [9]. Here, they relied on Schwartz's theory of dis-

tributions [10]. To my knowledge, Fenyo [11] was the first to use distributions
to solve functional equations. Others who followed in this path are Neagu [12],
Baker [13, 14], Koh [15], and Deeba and Koh [16-18]. In this paper, we discuss

a method of reformulating certain functional equations in distributional forms.

Since distributions are infinitely differentiable, this obviates the question of reg-

ularity. Our method consists of introducing distributional operators that mirror

the functional operations such as addition, multiplication, scalar multiplication,

and linear combination of the variables as well as the functions in the equation.

In this paper, we reformulate Hosszu's functional equation

(1) f(x + y-xy) + g(xy) = h(x) + k(y)

in the domain of distributions. (In fact, Hosszu's equation is simpler than

equation (1), being the case where f, g, h , and k axe the same function.) We

then show that the locally integrable solutions of (1) on an appropriate interval
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can be found using distribution theory. Our main theorem gives the correct

general solution inadvertently missed by Fenyo [19].

2. Notation

Let / be an open interval in E, and let I2 = I x I c M2. Let 31(1) and

3(I2) he Schwartz spaces of C°° functions with compact support on / and

I2 respectively. Likewise, %(I) and <£(I2) are the spaces of C°° functions

on / and I2 respectively. We denote by Li0C(I) and Lloc(/2) the spaces of

equivalence classes of locally integrable functions on / and I2. The duals of

these spaces are denoted by a prime, for example, 3'(I). Note that 3(1) c

W(I) c !?'(/) c 3'(I) (see [10]). The second inclusion will be interpreted

by identifying the smooth function in !?(/) with the regular distribution it

generates in %'(I). The topologies for these spaces will be the usual convergence

concepts for 3(1) and f(/) as given in [10] and the weak topologies for their

duals. We denote the distribution corresponding to a locally integrable function

fi by Xf. If f e Ll0C(I), then

(2) (Xf,(p) = J f(x)4>(x)dx

for any <pe3(I).
D is the differentiation operator in 3'(I), whereas Dx and D2 are the

partial differentiation operators in 3'(I2) with respect to the first and second

variable from I2 respectively. These symbols will also denote the differentiation

operators on subspaces of 3', for example, on 3 .

3. Some linear operators on 3'

Let Ex, E2 he integration operators from 3(I2) into 3(1) given, respec-

tively, by

(3) Ex[(b](x) = j<p(x,y)dy,

(4) E2[<t>](y) = jd>(x,y)dx

for any <f> e 3(I2). It is easy to see that these are continuous linear operators

and we shall denote this fact by membership in L[3(I2); 3(1)]. Their adjoints

E*   (i = 1, 2) are operators from 3'(I) into 3'(I2) defined by

(5) (E*[T],<p) = (T,El[cf>]),        i=l,2,

for T e 91'(I) and (f> e 3(I2). We note that E* e L[3'(I); 3'(I2)].

Proposition 1 (see [12, 15]). (a) If fi e Lloc(I), g(x, y) = f(x), and h(x,y)
= f(y) forall x,y el, then E\[f] = ge Lloc(/2) and E*2[f] = he Lloc(/2).

(b) If ae %(I), then E*[a] e F(/2), j = l,2.
(c) Ifiae r (/) and T e 3'(I), then

(6) E*[aT] = E*[a]E*[T],        i = 1, 2.

(d) IfiTe 3'(I), then

(7) DxE*x[T] = E*x[DT],        DxE*2[T] = 0,

(8) D2Ex*[T] = 0,        D2E*2[T] = E*2[DT].
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Let / be an interval that does not include the origin. Let R he the operator

from 3(I2) into 3(1) given by

(9) Rmx) = [ m^A dy = f ̂ ihl dy
Ji     y Ji     y

for any <j> e 3(I2). We note that R € L[3(I2); 3(1)]. The adjoint of this
operator is R* e L[3'(I); 3'(I2)] defined by

(10) (R*[T],(p) = (T,R[<p])

for any tp e 3(I2) and T e 91'(I).

Proposition 2 (see [16], [17]). (a) If f e Lloc(I), then R*[f] e LXoc(I2) where

R*f = f(xy).
(b) If ae <?(/). then R*[a] e <T(/2).
(c) Ifiae g(I) and T e 91'(I), then

(11) R*[aT] = R*[a]R*[T],

(12) Dx(R*[T]) = E*2(tt)R*(DT),

(13) D2(R*[T]) = E;(Cl)R*(DT),

where Q = te W(l).

4.  HOSSZU'S FUNCTIONAL EQUATION IN DISTRIBUTIONS

In 1969 Fenyo [19] solved Hosszu's equation (1) by means of distributions.

He introduced a composition of three operators, two of which are of "faltung"

type, that when applied to a regular distribution reduces it to f(x + y - xy).
We shall effect the same transformation by introducing a new operator Z and

taking its adjoint. Let / = (0, 1). Let Z: 3(I2) -»3(1) he given by

(H) ZMM-j^-'W-^'V

and let its adjoint Z*: 9'(I) -» 3'(I2) he given by

(15) (Z*[T],tp) = (T, Z[(p]) = (T(x),Z[<p](x))

for any </> e 3(I2) and T e 3(I2) and T e 3'(I).  It is easy to see that
Z e L[3(I2); 3(1)] whereas Z* e L[3'(I); 3'(I2)].

Proposition 3. (a) If fi e Lloc(I) and g(x, y) = fi(x + y- xy) for all x, y e I,

then Z*[Xf] = Xg e LXoc(I2).

(h) If ae %(I), then Z*[a] e g(I2).
(c) Ifiae r (/) and T e 3'(I), then

(16) Z*[aT] = Z*[a]Z*[T].

(d)IfTe3'(I), then

(17) DXZ*[T] = E*2[6]Z*[DT],

(18) D2Z*[T] = EX*[6]Z*[DT],

where d=l-te &(I).
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Proof, (a)

= f n*mx-yW-y).y)ddx_
Jp 1 - y

Let u = (x-y)f(l-y) and v = y . Noting that the Jacobian for this transfor-

mation is 1 /(1 - y), we have

dydx/(I -y) = dudv .

Hence

(Z*[Xf], d>) = / f(u + v-uv)cj)(u,v)dudv
Ji2

= {f(x + y-xy),(f>(x,y)}.

(h) This follows from (a) and the fact that partial differentiation under the

integral sign is valid.

(c)

(z-[ari.« - («r. zm = (t, I **»«* -M}1 ~y)'y) dy)

= (T, Z[Z*[a]cp]) = (Z*[T], Z*[a](p) = (Z*[a]Z*[T], cp).

(d)

(DxZ*[T],(f>) = (Z*[T],-Dx(p)

-(r--/^*(TH'')*>

= ( Tu, - / — I-, v j a"v \    (by the chain rule)

= (tu , -^Z[(l - «)^]^ = (DT, Z[(l - v)<p])

= (Z*[DT], El[6]4>)    (by Proposition 1(a))

= (E*2[d]Z*[DT], <b)    (where 6 = I - t).

The second part is proved in an analogous way.

Definition 1. Let F, G, H, and K belong to 3'(I). The equation

(19) Z*[F] + R*[G] = E\[H] + E2*[K]

is called the Hosszii equation in distributions.

Proposition 4. If F, G, H, and K are regular distributions, i.e., locally in-

tegrable functions fi, g, h and k, then equation (19) reduces to the Hosszii

functional equation (1).

Proof. The proof follows from Propositions 1,2, and 3.
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We now solve equation (19).   We first note that from Proposition 2, for

Te3'(I),

DXD2R*[T] = DxE^[Q]R*[DT] = DxxR*[DT]

= R*[DT] + xE2m[Q]R*[D2T] = R*[DT] + xyR*[D2T]

= R*[DT] + R*[t]R*[D2T]   (by virtue of Proposition 2(a))

= R*[DT + tD2T] = R*[DtDT].

Similarly, from Proposition 3, for T e 3'(I),

DXD2Z*[T] = DxE*x[d]Z*[DT] = Dx(l - x)Z*[DT]

= -Z*[DT] + (1 - x)E*2[9]Z*[D2T]

= -Z*[DT] + (l-x)(l-y)Z*[D2T]

= -Z*[DT] + [1 - x - y + xy]Z*[D2T]

= -Z*[DT] + Z*[l - t]Z*[D2T]   (by virtue of Proposition 3(a))

= Z*[-DT+(l - t)D2T] = Z*[D(l - t)DT].

Applying Z>i.D2 on (19) and using the properties (6), (7), (20), and (21), we
have

(22) Z*[D(l-t)DF] + R*[DtDG] = 0.

Applying Dx and D2 on (22), we obtain by virtue of Propositions 2 and 3,

(23) (1 - y)Z*[D2(l - t)DF] + yR*[D2tDG] = 0,

(24) (1 - x)Z*[D2(l - t)DF] + xR*[D2tDG] = 0.

Multiplying (23) by (1 - x) and (24) by (1 - v) and subtracting one from the
other yields

(25) (y-x)R*[D2tDG] = 0.

For (p(x,y) e 3(I2), supp[(y - x)<b(x, y)] C I2. Thus R[(y - x)tp(x, y)] e
3(1) and equation (25) implies that

(26) D2tDG = 0.

Indeed, since R is a surjective map onto D(I),

((y - x)R*[D2tDG], cp) = (D2tDG, R(y - x)<b)

= (D2tDG, i//(x)) = 0   for every y/ e 3(1).

The differential equation (26) is solved by

(27) G = cxt + c2lnt + Ci.

From (22), (26), and the fact that Z is also a surjection, we have

(28) D2(l- t)DF = 0.

This differential equation is solved by

(29) F = axt + a2ln(l -t) + a2.

Since the distributional solutions given by (27) and (29) are locally integrable

functions on /, we may substitute them into the left-hand side of (1), giving

(30) a\(x + y - xy) + a2ln(l - x -y + xy) + a-$ + cxxy + c2lnxy + Cj.

Thus, (3) can be written in the form h(x) + k(y) if and only if ax = c\. We

have proved the following theorem.
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Theorem 1. If F, G, H, K e 3'(I) satisfy equation (19), then they are regular

distributions generated by the functions f(t) = ct + aln(l - t) + m, g(t) =

ct+ftlnt+l, h(t) = ct+aln(l-t)+f}lnt+r, and k(t) = ct+aln(l-t)+plnt+s
where c, a, and /? are arbitrary constants and m + I = r + s hold.

It is noteworthy that Fenyo's result [ 19, Theorem 2] is not quite correct. He

had erroneously arrived at a = /? = 0.
The case of Hosszu's original equation

(31) f(x+y-xy)+f(xy) = f(x) + f(y)

can be written in our distributional setting as

(32) Z*[F] + R*[F] = El*[F] + E2*[F].

We now have the following corollaries.

Corollary 1. If F is a regular distribution, i.e., a locally integrable function fi,

then equation (32) reduces to equation (31).

Corollary 2. If F e 3'(I) satisfies (32), then F is a regular distribution gener-

ated by the function f(t) = ct + m, where c and m are arbitrary constants.

Proof. As in the arguments leading to Theorem 1, we have

(33) F = cxt + c2lnt + c3.

Thus, the distributional solution of (32) is given by (33) which is a locally

integrable function on / . Since (32) reduces to (31) for regular distributions,

we may substitute (33) into (31) to see that c2 = 0.

Concluding remarks. Another approach to the distributional analogue for the

Hosszii equation is via the use of pullbacks. A theorem of Hormander [9,

p. 134] guarantees the existence of a unique continuous linear map T* for a

diffeomorphism T such that T*u = uoT when ue3(I), for example. In the

present context, T: f(x) —> f(x+y-xy) is such a diffeomorphism from 3(1)

onto 3(I2). Thus T* would correspond to our operator Z*. Similarly, our

operator R* will have its corresponding pullback. These ideas are exploited by

Baker in a paper on the Aczel-Chung equation (see [20]). It would be interesting

to study the connection between pullback maps and the adjoint operators we

use.
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